Once again another semester has come and gone, and once again my newsletter team has pulled together another wonderful edition of Out of Our Minds. This issue has a couple new additions, including a third article and a comic! Thank you to all of my writers and PsychOS members (especially Dani who did the Upcoming and Past Events update on pg. 5) for all of your hard work.
Have a great summer! -Sophia Behenna, Editor-inChief
If you would like to get involved with the newsletter please email psychos@uvic.ca for more info!
Out of Our Minds
As I share these words for 'Lizzie's Corner', I fondly remember Marie Clipperton, the person who coined the term and carved out this space for me in the newsletter. Marie suffered a stroke last year. She is currently in Saskatoon making great strides along the road to recovery with her sights set on returning to UVic to complete her degree. Marie visited recently. As I chatted with her, I was struck by her strong ability to harness her powers of determination, humour, and optimism to propel her forward in recovering her cognitive and physical abilities. Marie is working hard to gain what she wants in life. And she is succeeding beautifully. She gracefully accepts the help of others when she needs assistance or support. Marie stands out against the widespread "intervention culture" enveloping us. Television programs with an intervention theme perpetuate the idea that we should look outward/find someone else to remedy situations for us, be it a wardrobe "disaster", clutter gone wild, home renovations, or misbehaving pets. Closer to home, as Department Chair, I receive all sorts of requests to intervene. I continue to be surprised at requests that essentially boil down to a sense of "I'm not happy. You need to make me happy" … e.g., requests to intervene and re-schedule our early morning classes to later in the day or to outlaw boring lectures or exams on Mondays. When I get what I perceive as a legitimate request for help, I do my best to constructively remedy the situation. But I don't intervene in situations that seem to be more about perception or preference (half-full/half empty?) than actual problem. And when I need a reminder of the power of positive perception and self-empowered action to work through difficult circumstances, I think of Marie.
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It was Marie Clipperton's idea to dub this section of the newsletter, "Lizzie's Corner". With huge appreciation for Marie and the playful, strong, and inspiring leadership she brings to us, I happily let that label frame my words.
Important Announcement:
The annual PsychoSocial Banquet, to be held on April 5th, is currently SOLD OUT but a waiting list is being taken at psycho.social.banquet@gmail.com.
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PAGE 2 However, one that remains to be a profoundly life-shaping experience that has made a difference for myself was working among the youth at the Victoria Youth in Custody Services (VYCS). I have been working with the adolescents at VYCS for about six months, and while it would take a much longer time to understand the workings of the institution inside and out, it took a very short period of time to understand that everything about VYCS is absolutely fantastic as a volunteering placement.
Firstly, it can be difficult to find an ideal placement at times, whether due to worries concerning time commitment, supervisors, or even accessibility to the volunteering location. In all of these cases, VYCS has succeeded by making the volunteers feel part of a larger working family. When it comes to time commitment, they take into consideration your schedule and customize volunteer time accordingly. As for working with the youths in custody, engaging in activities with them is an especially valuable experience. Not only are the programs well put together, but new and innovative ideas are welcome. If you create an idea for a program or group activity which they do not have and suggest it to a supervisor you may have just designed a new program which can be put into use! From my own personal experience of working with them in Arts, assembling rap music, and running my own program of card and board games, the youth often show another side of themselves that makes the volunteer feel genuinely appreciated. From the time they begin spending with the adolescents to leaving at the end of the day, volunteering leaves me with a sense of invigoration and new found competency. Seeing a smile from the youth, all the way to a simple thank you at the program's end can be all one needs to feel that you made a difference in someone's life.
The volunteering placement typically entails a minimal application of a least an hour and a half a week, and when managed alongside one's preferred and ideal time slots, it makes for a very manageable and rewarding experience. To further that point, a lot of the staff (including supervisors and guards) have started off as volunteers that fell in love with the service and took it to a greater level.
Recommending VYCS as a volunteer placement would be done with both ease and positivity. The remarkable interactions and developments in the youth that can be seen over a month, week, or even within an hour and a half are both spectacular and rewarding. The feelings that arise from helping the youth by being there for them can help not only their well being, but your own as well, even if only an hour and a half a week is spent there. Finding a volunteer opportunity such as the one I have found not only helps to build skills that can be found on your resume, but it also gives a new sense of fulfillment and a chance at becoming a stronger character in general and for the future. Since December 14, 2012 the dangers of autism has been on the forefront of everyone's mind. On this terrifying day, a human being walked into an elementary school in Newtown, Connecticut and shot and killed 26 students and adults. In the days following the incident, a human being no longer committed the horrifying act, but in trying to identify a motivation for the killing spree, the main identification piece became "Autism did it".
With the speed a natural disaster hits the front page of a newspaper, the Autism Spectrum Disorder became the face of this shooting. The newspaper articles no longer read, "man shoots and kills 26 people," but now read, "Is Asperger's syndrome behind the Sandy Hook Massacre?". And like a tidal wave has more implication than just water damage, the ramifications of pinning Autism to this school shooting has serious social repercussions. The stigmas of the Autism Spectrum Disorder became prominent and acceptable ways in which people could engage in conversations about Autism. The media began to promote the rarities of Autism, as the norm. And the media utilized every description of the man who killed 26 people as common symptoms and features of the Autism Spectrum Disorder.
A person who has been diagnosed with Autism was quoted from the New York Times in an address of these social repercussions. She stated "our emotions don't naturally show on our faces [and] this is perhaps the most frustrating part of the Asperger experience because people think you're not feeling when you may be feeling even more strongly than they are." Current research, by Dr. Catherine Lord, shows that childhood aggression towards non-family members is prevalent in only about two percent of children diagnosed with Autism, a percentage that is below the average found in the control group. However, comments like this one and current research are no match to the flurry of articles and comments made about the depictions that the man associated with this school shooting was "cold" and "emotionless". These depictions may have been accurate descriptions of this man; I think it is safe to say that we will never truly know anymore, but these depictions are ones that can hardly claim to be associated with Autism, never mind encompass the face of Autism as the media so thoughtlessly promoted.
I do not like to pass off blame when it comes to issues that have a plethora of dimensions, but in this particular media frenzy, blame needs to be issued. Blame needs to be issued because actions need to be taken. The media needs to be aware of the negative consequences of their actions. It can easily be claimed the media was just in search of a story, but the reality is, this one "story" has terrifying implications in the form of social stigma for the increased number of children diagnosed with Autism in North America. But I don't think the blame should end there. We, as the upcoming and current psychologists, need to do our best to ensure the media, and general public, knows these consequences. Greetings to all of you psychology people out there, it has been a busy semester for Psi Chi thus far, one marked by wonderful collaboration with PsychOS. Back in January we co-hosted the 3rd annual Psychology Volunteer Fair in the SUB. Attendance was up from last year as was the number of organizations, and the facilitators (Derek Vroom and Kris Harder) were able to apprentice two fantastic replacements (Dani Pico and Sinead Neary) so this event can continue to grow and thrive in years to come. In February we were pleased to induct another 20 new students into our chapter adding their ideas and enthusiasm to our existing membership. This April marks our 10th anniversary here at UVic and our induction keynote speaker, and chapter founder, Dr. Steve Lindsay, spun regaling tales of the people and events the chapter has seen over the last decade.
As we look forward to the next month, year, and decade we hope to continue to be a positive force for students in the psychology department, whether it is highlighting student research through our TAUGHT Jr. event coming up in March and our PSOVIPS poster session in April; facilitating experiential learning through our continually evolving RA placement program; or endeavouring to create an informed community of students with regards to professors and classes through an upcoming website. We are also participating in Ideafest 2013 with both video and theatrical presentations of historic psychology experiments.
We are currently looking for individuals to serve on our executive next year. If you want have leadership, logistical, and creative talents, or if you simply have enthusiasm for psychology please contact us. We'd love to hear from you. Additionally, if you have ideas for an event or are just curious about Psi Chi, who we are, and what we do, email us at psichi@uvic.ca. As with Hyrule, the internet is big and lonely and it is dangerous for our secretary to go alone. This simple smoothie recipe will leave you energized and ready to master any difficult task!
